TRACK EVENTS

Sprints

Support Phase - Front Support:
ÂÂ Landing is on the ball of the foot
ÂÂ Run tall
ÂÂ Shoulders always relaxed
ÂÂ Hip, knee and ankle joints of the support leg are strongly extended at take-off
ÂÂ Thigh of the swing leg rises quickly towards a horizontal position

Support Phase - Drive:
ÂÂ Keep shoulders relaxed
ÂÂ Use a fast relaxed arm action emphasising the drive backwards
ÂÂ Run evenly balanced
ÂÂ Landing is on the ball of the foot
ÂÂ Thigh of the swing leg rises quickly towards a horizontal position

Flight Phase - Recovery:
ÂÂ Knee high in front to hip height
ÂÂ High elbow at back to shoulder height
ÂÂ Keep truck upright
ÂÂ As the foot leave the ground think ‘toe up, heel up’

Flight Phase - Front Swing:
ÂÂ Use a fast relaxed arm action emphasising the drive backwards
ÂÂ Truck upright
ÂÂ Bring the thigh of the free leg to horizontal in the flight

COACHING
POINTS
ÂÂ Make sure there is no clenching of
jaw
ÂÂ Face needs to be relaxed
ÂÂ Shoulders should be loose and low
ÂÂ Fists should not be clenched or
tight
ÂÂ Wrists need to be loose
ÂÂ Head on even plane – no looking up
or down
ÂÂ Arms at a right angle and driving
back from shoulder
ÂÂ Run tall – hips forward
ÂÂ Arms and legs short lever
ÂÂ All movement must be towards
going forward, not sideways

KEY WORDS
ÂÂ Toes up
ÂÂ Knees up
ÂÂ Stay tall
ÂÂ Fast arms, fast legs
ÂÂ Looking forward

TRACK EVENTS SPRINT

Activities
Activity 1
PAPER, SCISSORS, ROCK AND RUN
AIM: Quick starts, fast running and decision
making
PROCEDURE: An area is marked out with two
end lines and a centre line. In pairs, stand on
opposite sides of the centre line. Each pair go
in their own time and play paper, scissors, rock
against each other. The athlete who loses must
turn and sprint to their end line (behind them)
without being tagged by their partner. Those who make the end line
without being tagged get 1 point.
MODIFICATIONS: Increase or decrease the playing area.

Activity 2
RELAYING IT
AIM: Fast running and team work
PROCEDURE: In teams. A hoop is placed at the far end of each team’s
course. The athletes must sprint to the hoop and slip through then run
back to their line and hand clap the next athlete in their team before they
go.
MODIFICATIONS: All athletes in their teams start together and slip through
the hoop before sprinting back to the starting point together.
Increase or decrease the distance they have to run
Change what they have to do e.g.: skipping, jump over something

Activity 3
BEND IT
AIM: Speed, acceleration, running a curve, agility and coordination.
PROCEDURE: Athletes run curves
around various markers from the
starting point, following the directions
that are called by the coach
Play in pairs.
The first athlete runs straight towards
the markers and as they do their
partner calls out a number, e.g. 1, 2, 3
or 4.
The worker turns to round the marker
that is called, and runs back to the start line.
Swap over.
MODIFICATIONS: Increase the size of the distance between the cones to
vary the angle of the curves.
Time the activity and try to increase the speed of movement.
Incorporate relay activities.
Delay the call when announcing the number.

Activity 4
OPPOSITE’S GAME
Have athletes spread out in an area. The coach calls out commends and
the athlete does the opposite action. These calls need to be around the
coaching points of sprinting e.g.:
ÂÂ Light v Heavy feet
ÂÂ Straight v Zig Zag
ÂÂ Running Tall v bent
ÂÂ No Arms v Arms
ÂÂ Bent arms v straight arms

While doing this activity make sure that you ask the athletics questions
around which skill feels easier than the other e.g. is it easier to run when
you’re up nice and tall or bent over? Why?
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AIM: To leave the blocks as fast and efficiently as possible, and to get into the
full running stride as quickly as possible.
On your marks:
ÂÂ Hands are placed just behind the line with weight supported on
fingers – fingers and thumb form a V. Hands are shoulder width apart
ÂÂ Body weight divided evenly between hands and back knee – feel
balanced
ÂÂ Head relaxed, loose, hanging (not looking up at track or finish line)
ÂÂ Lower part of front foot leg (shin) parallel with ground

Set:
ÂÂ
ÂÂ
ÂÂ
ÂÂ

Heels press backwards in blocks
Knee of the front leg is at a 90° angle
Knee of the rear leg is at a 110°-120° angle
Hips are slightly higher than the shoulders, the trunk is inclined
forward

ÂÂ Head is looking down not up

Drive Phase:
ÂÂ Drive hard with power leg with speed leg coming through – speed leg is first to move.
ÂÂ Arms driven hard
ÂÂ Head is kept on natural plane or looking down slightly
ÂÂ All movement must be forward, not up

On Your Marks:
ÂÂ Rear knee level with point between front foot
instep and toe. Weight over hands, arms vertical.

Set:
ÂÂ Hips higher than shoulders, front leg 90°, rear
leg 120° - shoulders only slightly ahead of
hands - head looking down, not at finish line.

COACHING
POINTS
Does the athlete
ÂÂDrive away vigorously?
ÂÂKeep low?
ÂÂPush the ground back behind?
ÂÂUse the arms vigorously?

KEY WORDS
ÂÂKnee left
ÂÂArm drive
ÂÂBall of feet
ÂÂDrive forward

BLOCK PLACEMENT AND ADJUSTMENT:
AIM: To set the starting blocks to suit the sprinter’s size and ability.
SET UP:
ÂÂ Place forward knee (power leg knee) on start line
ÂÂ Rear knee is placed to toe or middle of front foot
ÂÂ Blocks are set where feet are

TRACK EVENTS CROUCH STARTS

Activities

Activity 1

Activity 3
GET UP AND GO
PROCEDURE: Two ends are marked out, separate athletes into two teams.
One team is to lay down evenly spaced along one end line and the other
team lays down at the other end line facing them.
On ‘GO’ the athletes must stand and sprint to the opposite end, touch the
line with their hand and then sprint back to where they started and lay
back down.
The winning team is the team with all of their members laying back down
first.

BEAT IT
AIM: Ability to react and accelerate away from the start with a low body
position, gradually moving to full running height.
PROCEDURE: Athletes line up opposite their partner, approximately 2m
away, in a starting position of your choice, e.g. sitting facing away, lying
prone facing away or sitting with knees up or cross legs.
On your call, athletes sprint to their end line, approximately 10m away, pick
up their ball and sprint back to the middle.
The first athlete of each pair to make it back to the starting line wins 1
point.

MODIFICATIONS:
Time the activity and try to increase the speed of movement.

MODIFICATIONS:
Different starting positions e.g. sitting/ lying backwards.

Play in teams, e.g. team A on one side and team B on the other. The team
who gets the highest number of athletes back first wins a point.

Vary the distance that they run.

Increase or decrease the running distance.

Each team member has a number that the coach calls, when that number
is called those athletes must perform the activity.
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COACHING
POINTS

KEY WORDS

ÂÂStronger leg forward, toe to
the line, and the other leg to
the rear

ÂÂKnee left
ÂÂArm drive
ÂÂBall of feet
ÂÂDrive forward

ÂÂBoth legs bent with feet
pointing towards the
direction of running
ÂÂArms synchronised with legs
– “Opposite Arm to Leg”
ÂÂWeight on forward leg, hips
low, back straight

On Your Marks:
ÂÂMove to start line, place one foot forward, weight on front foot
ÂÂHeel lifted on back foot and standing up straight
ÂÂArms by side
ÂÂLooking straight ahead

Set:
ÂÂBend knees
ÂÂWeight further over flat front foot
ÂÂTake body forward
ÂÂBend both arms with opposite arm to front foot forward

Gun:
ÂÂAt “GO” step out with back foot (speed) and drive hard off the
front foot
ÂÂArms are driven vigorously
ÂÂFront foot pushes (power leg) – back foot moves fast (speed leg)

TRACK EVENTS STANDING STARTS

Activities

Activity 1
QUICK STARTS

Activity 2
PIN IT
AIM: Quick starts, fast running and decision making
PROCEDURE: Athletes are in pairs, with two bases and one pin or cone per
pair. Set up the pin between the two bases, approximately 3m from each
other. Athletes must start on their base (standing start) on the coaches’
command- ready, set, and go athletes try to grab the pin and return to
their base without getting tagged. The athlete who grabs the pin first is
the ‘snatcher’ and the other becomes the ‘tagger’. If the snatcher is tagged
before reaching their base then the pin is returned to the centre.
Points are awarded for: 1 point for grabbing the pin first, 1 point for getting
to home base safely with pin (not getting tagged).

AIM: Standing starts, running for speed
PROCEDURE: Athletes spread out along a
line. Athletes stand with one foot forward,
knee slightly bent, weight over the front
foot, both arms bent and the forward arm
opposite to the front foot.

Ask the athletes: what can you do to get a quick start?
MODIFICATIONS: Increase of decrease the distance between the pin and
the bases.

When all are ready, the coach signals with ‘Go’ or a clap. All take off and
run for 5m.
Now try a paced preparation sequence ‘On your marks’, stand with one
foot behind the line, ‘set’ take up position above and ‘Go’.
Now the athletes pair up. One athlete is sitting 2-5m in front of the other,
both facing a finishing line 10-15m away. On a signal they both jump up and
run to the line, with the back runner trying to catch or tag the front runner.
Change over positions and repeat several times.
MODIFICATIONS:
ÂÂ Try each foot starting forward to
find a preferred one.
ÂÂ Vary signals e.g. start at the
sound of a gun, block clap, hand
clap, whistle.
ÂÂ Vary starting position e.g.
lying down facing forward or
backwards
ÂÂ Vary distance e.g. increase or
decrease the running distance

Extension

OTHER GAMES:
Beach Flags/Reaction Games
ÂÂ Can start using different positions
ÂÂ Lying on front
ÂÂ On Knees
ÂÂ Sitting cross legged
ÂÂ Lying on Back

TRACK EVENTS

Hurdles

AIM: Hurdling is basically sprinting over obstacles. It is often described as
‘rhythm sprinting’, the rhythm being imposed by the spacing and height of
the hurdle.
APPROACH:
ÂÂBe tall coming into hurdles
ÂÂRun on balls of feet
ÂÂFeel totally balanced

ÂÂKeep trail heel tight as knee is
pulled round and through
ÂÂKeep trail knee higher than trail
foot

TAKE OFF PHASE:
ÂÂDrive knee at hurdle
ÂÂFoot cocked under knee
ÂÂDo not sink or drop hips
ÂÂDrive and extend off rear leg
ÂÂPress into hurdle
ÂÂDrive lead heel at the hurdle

LANDING:
ÂÂStay tall
ÂÂPull trail knee right around into
line of running before putting it
down
ÂÂKeep trail foot cocked and tight
under knee
ÂÂDrive and extend away from
hurdle off straight lead leg
ÂÂKeep hips in front of lead foot –
do not sit!
ÂÂGood use of arms/elbows to drive
into sprint action again

CLEARANCE:
ÂÂReach across the hurdle
ÂÂDrive hips through the hurdle
ÂÂ“Hook” lead heel over hurdle
ÂÂReach and pull with opposite arm
to lead leg

COACHING
POINTS
ÂÂEnsure visual focus is
maintained forwards
ÂÂObserve the speed and
extension of the ankle, knee and
hip joints of take-off leg
ÂÂObserve position and action of
lead leg
ÂÂObserve overall rhythm of the
action
ÂÂEnsure there is no slowing down
off the hurdle
ÂÂObserve the action of the trial
leg and transition to sprinting
between hurdles

SAFETY
Hurdling is dangerous on wet
grass or on uneven surfaces.
The hurdle should be free
to fall if struck, and athletes
should approach with the
feet of the hurdle pointing
towards the hurdler.
Never let athletes run over
hurdles from the opposite
direction.

TRACK EVENTS HURDLES

Activities

Activity 1
Rob the Nest
AIM: To develop rhythm, speed, acceleration, agility and coordination.
PROCEDURE: Form 4x teams of 2. One athlete from each pair runs
through the speed ladder (which could be drawn on a court with chalk), to
a central point to collect one ball at a time and throw the ball back to their
team-mate at their base. This athlete then runs back to their team-mate
and tags them and they repeat. Teams collect as many balls as possible in
the allotted time, e.g. 60 seconds. When all the balls have been removed
from the centre, the coach calls ‘STOP!’
MODIFICATIONS:
Change the ladders to mini hurdles
Roll the ball stead of throwing it

Activity 2
Team Hurdling
AIM: To develop Speed, acceleration, running,
jumping, agility and coordination.
PROCEDURE: Teams of 6-8 athletes line up
behind their starting cones. When you say
‘GO’!, the first athlete runs out to their first
cone and curls up in a ball- like a turtle in their
shell. The second athlete jumps over the first
athlete, and then runs to the second cone and
again forms a ball. The third athlete jumps
over athletes one and two and then runs to
the third cone to form a ball. The fourth athlete jumps over the three other athletes
and back to take the place of the ‘first ball’. The ‘first ball’ takes the place of the
‘second ball’. The ‘second ball’ then takes the place of the ‘third ball’, who runs to
the end of the line. The game finishes when all athletes have had a turn at each of
the positions.
SAFTEY: Make sure the ‘stone’ participant has their head securely positioned
before others jump over them.

Activity 3
Ready, Steady, Race!
AIM: To develop rhythm, speed, acceleration, agility and coordination.
PROCEDURE: An area is marked and teams are divided so that the end starting has
3 athletes and the other side has 2 athletes. Place hurdles (mini hurdles) inside the
running area which the athletes will be required hurdle over.
In teams on go, the first athlete (which has a baton) runs to the other side,
completing the hurdle sequence. When
they get to the end they must exchange
the baton with their next team member.
Continue until all members have
completed the relay.
MODIFICATIONS:
Increase the distance.
Change the hurdle sequence/distance
Practise with both legs.
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Distance

Distance Running:
ÂÂ Head looking straight ahead, not up or down
ÂÂ Jaw relaxed, not clenched
ÂÂ Shoulders low and loose
ÂÂ Elbows greater than 45°, i.e. not tight or the arms at an acute angle – hands
should swing through at around hip height. Arms swing from the shoulders, not
the elbows
ÂÂ Hands and wrists relaxed, no clenching of fists
ÂÂ No bouncing – think about gliding along
ÂÂ Hips forward – no bending at the waist
ÂÂ Hips, shoulders and head should be in a straight line

The key to distance running is efficiency – using as little energy as possible to run as  
fast as possible for the distance.

Standing Start:
ÂÂ Front foot is placed up to the line with the
other foot about shoulder width behind
ÂÂ Weight is over the front foot
ÂÂ Arms are in position to synchronise immediately
with the legs. “Opposite arm to leg”
ÂÂ Drive is off the front foot

COACHING
POINTS
ÂÂ Run naturally and lightly
ÂÂ Coordinate and relax the action of
the arms and legs
ÂÂ Focus on a natural rhythm through
all phases
ÂÂ Head looking straight ahead

KEY WORDS
ÂÂRun naturally
ÂÂLight on feet
ÂÂNatural rhythm
ÂÂRelaxed arms
ÂÂSynchronise arms Â
and legs

TRACK EVENTS DISTANCE

Activities

Activity 1
TAG IT
PROCEDURE: Nominate an athlete to be the tagger — disperse the other
athletes over the playing area.
Start the activity with jogging.
If the nominated tagger tags another athlete they become a tagger until
there is no one left to tag.
MODIFICATIONS:
Reduce or increase playing area
Make a rule that players cannot stand still they must continue moving

Activity 2
FLAG GRAB
PROCEDURE: Athletes have a flag/band/scarf attached to their waist and
are spread out in a defined area. The aim is that the athletes take as many
flags as they can from other athletes while protecting their own. When
a flag is grabbed, it is attached to the body and other athletes have the
chance to grab those flags. Points are awarded for every flag taken before
time is called.
MODIFICATIONS:
Use clothes pegs which are harder to grab and
attach to clothes
Increase the number of athletes playing
Increase the size of the area
When an athlete grabs a flag they have 5seconds
where no one can grab a flag off them.
Make a rule that players cannot stand still they
must continue moving in the area.
Rule around the amount of flags they can grab from one athlete at one
time.

Activity 3
LAP IT
PROCEDURE: Athletes must complete a prescribed number of laps on a
200 - 400 metre course. Each lap is interrupted by a station e.g. throwing
station. Athletes are allowed to continue only when they hit the target.
Runners who fail to hit the target after
three throws must run an extra lap.
MODIFICATIONS:
Run in teams. The team can only continue
when all members have hit the target or
completed the penalty lap.
Vary the type of station e.g. skipping or
shooting a netball into a goal
Vary the distance they have to run

TRACK EVENTS 4x100m

Relays

AIM: To move the baton from start to finish as quickly as possible.
TECHNIQUE: To maintain the speed of the baton, it is necessary to

match the speeds of the incoming and outgoing runners. The baton must
be exchanged when both runners are at maximum speed.

EXCHANGING THE BATON:
Incoming runner approaches at maximum speed.
Outgoing runner is positioned on the balls of the feet, knees bent, leaning
forward.
Outgoing runner looks at the check mark and starts when incoming runner
reaches it.
Incoming runner gives a verbal command for the outgoing runner to
receive the baton as the exchange distance is approached.
Outgoing runner extends the receiving arm backwards and the incoming
runner reaches forwards.
Incoming runner pushes the baton into the outgoing runner’s hand.
Outgoing runner grips the baton as soon as contact is felt.
Both runners stay on their side of the lane during the exchange.

EXCHANGES:

Incoming runner must stay in the lane until all exchanges are completed.

First runner carries the baton in the
right hand and approaches the second
runner from the inside of the lane
(‘inside exchange’).

BATON EXCHANGING:

Second runner receives the baton in
the left hand and approaches the third
runner from the outside of the lane
(‘outside exchange’).
Third runner receives the baton in the right hand and approaches the
fourth or ‘anchor’ runner from the inside of the lane (‘inside exchange’).
Fourth runner receives the baton in the left hand.

Push Pass
Outgoing runner’s arm is extended backward with
the palm of the hand in a vertical position and the
thumb pointing downwards.
Incoming runner pushes the baton horizontally
forward and places the top of the vertically held
baton across the palm of the outgoing runner’s
hand.
Distance between runners should be 1m or more.

ZONES AND CHANGE MARKS:
Baton must be exchanged within the 20 m exchange zone.

UPSWEEP:

Outgoing runner may wait within the 10 m acceleration zone.

Outgoing runner’s hand is extended backward at
hip level.

Check mark is placed on the ground before the acceleration zone to
indicate when the outgoing runner should start.
Check mark will usually be 15-25 foot-lengths from the start of the
acceleration zone on the side of the lane upon which the incoming runner
will approach.

Incoming runner moves the baton upwards
between the outgoing runner’s widely spread
thumb and first finger.
Distance between runners is 1 m or less.
A relatively safe technique

TRACK EVENTS RELAY

Activities

Activity 1
ZIG ZAGGING RELAY
PROCEDURE: Teams of 4-5 athletes, with the team members spread evenly
along the length of the relay circuit (30m).
The back person, number 1, begins and runs forward zigzagging around
their team, then around the front marker and back to their place. Tags or
exchanges a baton with number 2.
Number 2 zigzags forward- to front marker- alongside the team and back
marker then zigzags back to give tag the next athlete.
MODIFICATIONS:
Vary the movement (e.g. skipping).
Vary the distance between athletes.

Activity 2
HIGH 5!
PROCEDURE: Athletes in 4’s. Begin with half of the athletes on the
boundary lines and half on the starting line- 1 and 2 are partners, 3 and 4
are partners. Athletes face in towards the mid line.
On ‘Go’ number 1 and 2 run in to the mid line and holds both hands high
and clap partner’s hands.
They both turn and return to their places give the waiting team member a
hand clap (High 5 or 10).
Numbers 3 and 4 repeat.
MODIFICATIONS:
Use batons instead and partners have
to exchange batons with each other.
Change type of movement to the mid
line (e.g. skipping).
Change the activity at the mid line (e.g.
skipping in a circle with arms linked).

Activity 3
CIRCLING
PROCEDURE: Mark out a circle or use a court.
Each team is given an area inside the circle to
stand. Teams consist of 3-4 athletes lined up one
behind the other. First athlete, nearest the centre,
has a baton on “Go”, Number 1 runs around the
team and in a clockwise direction around the
outside of all other teams. When 1 returns to
team line they line up at outer end and pass the
baton down the line of team members to the
next runner, who repeats the sequence.
MODIFICATIONS:
First athlete zigzags in and out of team as they begin their run.
Two athletes from each team run at the same time.
Change the shape.

